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Preface 

 
This report will try to give a simple overview of what I have worked on during my 
curricular internship at N3 S.r.l. under the supervision of Mr. Andrea Novati, CEO of 
the company. 
 
Simple snippets of code will be included in order to better show the thought process 
behind the solution of some of the encountered problems as well as give a general 
idea of the project’s structure. 
 
A very brief description of some astrophysical phenomena is included to introduce 
the reader to the general problem this project revolved around. 
 
For the whole duration of the internship I worked remotely from home but 
nevertheless I found the experience quite informative.  
 
I have tried my best to keep this report simple yet technically correct. 
 

Lorenzo Callegari  
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About N3 

 
N3 Hack for Business is a company based in Codogno which from 2009 specializes 
in software development, digital communication, technical support, consulting 
and training. 
 
It’s name comes from the first part of the word “N3RD” where the last two letters 
refer to Research & Development. 
 
During the pandemic N3 was able to adapt and keep innovating coming up with new 
solutions such as vedi.menu, a QR code menu service for restaurants and bars.  
 
Other of N3’s own projects include: 

● Ormabee: a management software for apiculture. 
● Tempura Wallet: a cryptocurrency for file timestamping. 
● Ormachef: a management software for catering businesses. 

 
The company also worked as a consulting firm for brands such as Fastweb, 
Microsoft, IBM, coop, Samsung, Mediaset, Miele and many more. 
 
N3’s developers define themselves “creative nerds always thinking outside the box” 
and often take part in or host Game Jams. 
 
The company’s mission statement is: 
 

“Our customers are, and will be, success stories.  
 
We work for companies and people who need to express themselves 
according to new paradigms. We invent, study, design and create from 
scratch. We are not the kind of company that proposes products or services 
just for the sake of selling, or binds their customers to systems purposely 
developed to become irreplaceable.” 
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About INAF 

 

 
 

The National Institute for Astrophysics, in Italian Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica or 
INAF, is the main Italian public research body for astronomy and astrophysics, 
founded in 1999.  
INAF funds and operates twenty separate research facilities, which in turn employ 
scientists, engineers and technical staff.  
The research they perform covers most areas of astronomy, ranging from planetary 
science to cosmology. 

 

INAF PRISMA Project 

 
The PRISMA (Prima Rete per la Sorveglianza sistematica di Meteore e Atmosfera) 
project involves the construction of an Italian network of all-sky cameras for the 
observation of bright meteors (fireballs and bolides), in order to determine the 
orbits of the objects that cause them and delimit the drop zone with a good degree 
of approximation to be able to recover the meteorites. 
Systematic monitoring of cloud cover and electrical activity is used for the validation 
of meteorological models.  
The data collected in a systematic way contributes to the improvement of the 
models of interaction of cosmic bodies with the atmosphere, that still present 
many gaps due to the lack of quality observational data. 
As of now 50 all-sky cameras have been installed in Italy. 
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Fireballs and bolides 

Fireball and bolide are astronomical terms to indicate particularly bright and 
spectacular meteors that can be easily seen even during the day from a wide region. 
  
A meteoroid is a fragment of an asteroid or comet in orbit around the Sun that is 
less than one meter in size.  
 
Meteors, also called shooting stars, are the visible trail of meteoroids entering the 
Earth's atmosphere at a high speed.  
 
A fireball is a meteor that reaches a brightness equal to or greater than that of 
Venus, the third brightest star in the sky.  
 
Fireballs that explode and fragment during a fall are called bolides in technical 
jargon, although the two terms are often used interchangeably.  
 
During the phase of entry into the atmosphere, the impacting object is slowed down 
and heated by friction. At the front, the atmospheric gas is compressed and heated 
forming a shock zone. Part of the energy generated by friction causes the object to 
erode, and in most cases its subsequent breakage. 
Fragmentation increases the effect of friction, causing further erosion and 
fragmentation, until the difference between the pressure forces in front of and behind 
the object result in its complete and catastrophic destruction.  
 
Although generally the objects that generate a fireball are not large enough to 
survive their passage intact in the atmosphere, often fragments or meteorites can 
be recovered on the ground. 
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Terms and Definitions 

● Detection: A detection is a recording done by a camera which is labelled as 
“possible event”. A detection does not only consist of a video recording but 
multiple sets of data generated by the camera itself. 

 
● Event: An event is a set of detections which were recorded nearby and time 

wisely close by multiple cameras. A single detection cannot be an event as if 
no other cameras picked it up it probably is just a plane passing by. 
 

● Calibration: A calibration is the processing of all captures within a day or 
month for a certain camera through the calibration.pro IDL procedure. 
Calibrations are executed daily and at the end of the month generate some 
astrometry files which can then be fed to other procedures such as 
event.pro. 
Astrometry files include some data regarding the deformation of the camera’s 
casing/lens cover and other parameters which are subject to change over 
time as well as statistics about the stars that were observed. 
 

● IDL: IDL, short for Interactive Data Language is a programming language for 
data analysis popular in some areas of science such as astronomy, medical 
imaging and atmospheric physics. 
An IDL procedure is an IDL script. 
IDL procedure files have extension .pro. 
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Introduction 

INAF required the development of a complex management and automation tool for 
tasks that the researchers had been doing manually for many years. 
 
The goal of the internship was the creation of a Python suite able to achieve the 
following points: 
 

● Synchronization of detection files coming from all of the Italian all-sky 
cameras to a server. 
 

● Processing of new detections in order to determine if a combination of them 
can be bundled into an event. 
 

● Daily and monthly calibration processing through the IDL procedure 
calibration.pro. 
 

● On-demand processing of events through the IDL procedure event.pro. 
 
 
All of these actions should be managed and controlled remotely through a web 
interface written in PHP and have different degrees of logging. 
 
Technologies used during the internship are: 
 

● MySQL was used for managing a database containing various information 
regarding detections, events, logging of procedures, information about users 
of the platform and more. 
 

● Apache for hosting the web interface. 
 

● Python 3.9 with multiple modules such as unittest, bcrypt, mysql and smtplib. 
 

● Bash used for the creation of installation scripts for servers running Ubuntu 
server 20.10. 
 

● Git for version control. 
 

● IDL for running procedures developed by INAF. 
 

● Swagger for testing APIs and writing it’s documentation. 
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My internship project 

I was initially tasked with the development of the database, SDK and event 
processing script but ended up working on many more parts of the project. 
 
During the internship I had to lead a small team of two people. 
 
The project can be divided in the following parts: 
 

● Database design 
 

● SDK 
 

● Detection data synchronization and bundling into events 
 

● Event processing 
 

● Calibration 
 

● Server environment management 
 

● Swagger/OpenAPI RESTful API 
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Database Design 

 
 

During the first weeks my main task was redesigning and implementing new entities 
in a MySQL database in order to accommodate new requirements for calibration and 
event processing procedures as well as fixing mistakes in the old implementation. 
 
In particular calibration and event processing required storing an entry containing 
used configuration parameters, id of the processed event or camera, stdout and 
stderr of the IDL procedures and execution date. 
 
Other than revisiting and fixing pre-existing entities the following are the main entities 
I have worked on:  
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During the database design process I used MySQL Workbench for database 
modeling and draw.io for ER schema creation. 
 
The database design phase was quite challenging as the customer’s requirements 
were not clear from the beginning and it took a few meetings to get everything right. 
 
During the whole internship period the database schema was reviewed and edited 
several times as we faced new requirements in our programs. 
 
Usually database design should be done before doing the actual coding to avoid 
continuous code refactoring and possible incompatibility issues with already running 
instances of the database. 
 
Thankfully the whole project was in a very early stage and no production database 
existed so I was able to edit the schema as many times as needed without strict 
requirements. 
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SDK 

 
After the database design phase I was assigned the task of refactoring and fixing the 
wrongly-implemented pre-existing SDK. 
 
The SDK’s objective is to provide an easy way of managing data between Python 
program instances and other components of the project such as the database. 
 
In order to easily perform operations on the database without explicitly writing SQL 
statements every time, an API was implemented in the SDK. 
 
The API consists of several Python classes for each database entity or relation 
containing ad-hoc insert, update, delete, soft-erase and a variety of get methods 
(CRUD functions). 
 
The get methods return special objects representing an entity or relations’s tuple or 
list of tuples. 
 
An example of a relation object is provided below for the relation ObservedBy 
between entities Event and Detection. 

This relation is used to indicate by which detections an event was observed. 
 
This object can then be passed to the ObservedByFactory class which acts as an 
interface to the database. 
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The implementation of the ObservedByFactory.insert() method is provided 
below. 

Here the ObservedBy.id attribute is not present as it’s value is incrementally given 
by the database.  
 
The insert method corresponds to the creation of a new tuple in the 
pr_observed_by entity of the database with values taken from an ObservedBy 
object. 
 
The SDK as well as all other developed programs include test scripts implemented 
using the UnitTest Python test suite. 
 
The tests revolve around creation, updating, reading and deletion of mock data in the 
database through the different SDK classes’ methods and assertion of the correct 
behavior through UnitTest’s suite methods. 
 
Some other interesting scripts are part of the SDK  but they shall be introduced in 
following sections as it wouldn’t make sense to show them without a proper 
explanation of their scope in the project. 
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Detection Data Synchronization and Bundling Into Events 

 
 

An important feature of the project was the ability to automatically synchronize 
detection files and generate events from them. 
 
All cameras automatically synced their files to the main server by using rsync 
resulting in the following path format: 
 
/{STATIONCODE}/{STATIONNAME}_{DATE}/events/{STATIONNAME}_{DATE}T{TIME}_UT/ 
 
The Python code I wrote does the following: 
 

● If it’s run on the filesystem for the first time the database is empty so we fill it 
with all detection data extrapolated from the output of the command  
find "{rsync_directory}" -mindepth 4 -type d | sort 

 
● Check if new detections were synced by comparing the output of the find 

command of the previous and this run. 
 

● If new detections are present insert them in the database and check if they 
are part of a previously recorded event. 
 

● Check if a combination of multiple detections can be labeled as an event. 
 

● Insert new event data in the database. 
 

 
But how exactly do we determine if a combination of detections is an event? 
 
The general idea is to first divide all new detections into arrays containing detections 
that happened within a given Δt (time) from each other. 
 
We can then visit each of these arrays and with the help of a stack and recursion find 
combinations of detections which happened within a given Δd (distance) from each 
other. 
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The result of this algorithm is then a dictionary containing for each dictionary key 
(event date) the corresponding array of detections part of that event. 
 
Some filtering had to be done in order to only keep events which have more than 
one detection in them and remove events which are formed by multiple detections 
from the same station. 
 
Note that in order to find the distances we had to resort to using the Haversine 
formula as we needed to calculate distances starting from station coordinates. 

Where 𝑟 is the earth’s radius, 𝝋n are latitudes and 𝜆n are longitudes.  
 

 
The Python implementation of the Haversine formula can be found below. 

An interesting problem that I had to solve regarding this detection bundling algorithm 
was an error that occurred on 6 samples of a 50.000 samples real test dataset. 
 
In particular my algorithm was failing for detections which were recorded between 
2:00:00 AM and 2:59:59 AM of the 29th of March 2020. 
 
After some debugging and Googling I found out that the MySQL database instance 
was using the London (GMT) timezone, for which those times were illegal as on that 
day at that time a daylight saving time adjustment occurred. 
 
By changing the database instance’s timezone the bug was quickly fixed. 
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Another interesting feature I had to implement was an SMTP email notifier for when 
new events were found. 
 
INAF wanted station managers to be notified via email whenever a new detection 
recorded by their station was labeled as part of an event. 
 
In order to do so I added an emailSender class to the SDK which with the help of 
smtplib managed to get the job done. 
 
To make the email customizable and dynamic I decided to implement a simple yet 
interesting parser which given a string taken from the database settings entity 
representing the HTML email template substitutes keywords such as {title}, 
{username}, {first_name}, {last_name}, {event_code}, {detection_codes} 
and {stations} with their corresponding values. 
 
Part of the Python implementation can be found below. 
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Event Processing 

 
Events needed to be processed on demand through the event.pro IDL procedure 
by starting the execution from a web interface. 
 
In order to implement the “on demand” part I decided to test every x seconds the 
presence of items in the query: 
select id, code, modified_by from event where to_process=True 
 
Where the to_process attribute was set to True every time a processing request 
was made from the web interface and to False whenever the processing was 
completed. 
 
The IDL procedure can be launched from the cli via the command: 
 

idl -e "event, '{event_code}', config_file='configuration.ini'" 
 
In order to execute this command from Python the subprocess module was used. 
 
stdout and stderr were logged and recorded in the database by piping them into 
variables. 

Different users required different configurations so I had to create a class in the SDK 
capable of generating configuration.ini files  using the configparser module 
based on user configuration parameters fetched from the MySQL database. 
 
During the execution of the script a lot of logging is recorded in a special entity of the 
database with different types (INFO, WARNING, ERROR) and levels of verbosity. 
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The general behavior of the ProcessEvent.py script is the following: 
 

● Create a new EventExecutionHistory entry. 
 

● Check if data for this event exists on disk. 
 

● Fetch configuration for this user from the database. 
 

● Create file configuration_userId.ini and update EventExecutionHistory 
entry with user json-ized user configuration. 
 

● Execute IDL procedure event.pro and update EventExecutionHistory entry 
with new  stdout, stderr information. 
 

● Determine if execution was successful by testing presence of expected files in 
the results directory. 
 

● Set to_process flag to False if execution is successful. 
 

● Delete configuration_userId.ini. 
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Calibration 

 
Calibrations need to be processed automatically on a daily and monthly basis for 
each camera. 
 
The implementation of the program was in general similar to that of 
ProcessEvent.py with minor differences. 
 
The daily calibration can be launched from the cli via the command: 
 

idl -e "calibration, '{camera_code}', '{date}', process_image=1, 
process_day=1, process_month=0, config_file='configuration.ini'" 

 
The monthly calibration can be launched through the same command by changing 
process_month=0 to process_month=1. 
 
In order to execute this command from Python the subprocess module was again 
used. 
 
This script can be launched by different users so the previously created configuration 
file generator is in use. 
 
We need to make sure that even if a camera wasn’t able to sync it’s data on time for 
that day, the calibration won’t be skipped. 
 
In order to do so we keep track of failed calibrations in a json file which is then 
re-examined every day before starting the daily calibration. 
 
Most of the program’s complexity comes from the fact that there needs to be a very 
rigorous result checking, data manipulation and collection in order to plot the 
data on the web interface. 
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The general behavior of the ProcessCalibration.py script is the following: 
 

● Determine if previous runs failed the execution of one or more calibrations by 
checking the file failed_calibrations.json, in case it is populated, try to 
process them. 
 

● Bulk process all cameras for today’s date, if it’s the end of the month monthly 
process. 
 

● For each camera create a new CalibrationExecutionHistory entry. 
 

● Assert if data for this camera on this day exists on disk. 
 

● Fetch configuration for this user from the database. 
 

● Create file configuration_userId.ini and update 
CalibrationExecutionHistory entry with user json-ized user configuration. 
 

● Execute IDL procedure calibration.pro and update 
CalibrationExecutionHistory entry with new  stdout, stderr information. 
 

● Determine if execution was successful by testing presence of expected files in 
the astrometry directory. 
 

● Delete configuration_userId.ini. 
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Server Environment Management 

 
While the first stages of development were done on our local Windows 10 machines 
the finished project had to be run on an Ubuntu server 20 environment.  
 
In order to ensure there were no compatibility issues I was given an Aruba Ubuntu 
server VPS instance where to properly install everything and run tests as a 
pre-production environment. 
 
Halfway through development we found out the VPS’s specs were not good enough 
for our application and decided to migrate to a Google Cloud VPS instance. 
 
The server environment management tasks mainly revolved around proper 
installation of the developed project, updating the environment, finding bugs and 
testing installation scripts. 
 
Some Bash and SQL scripts were created to easily install the project on a clean 
Ubuntu server installation once handed to the client. 
 
The installation scripts ensure a proper crontab installation and initial dataset import 
in the MySQL database; The following is part of the crontab installation script. 
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Swagger/OpenAPI RESTful API 

The last stage of the internship consisted in tweaking, testing and documenting a 
RESTful API for the project. 
 
The API enables database control and data fetching via HTTP requests (disallowing 
cross-origin requests). 
 
Swagger is an Open Source Interface Description Language for describing RESTful 
APIs expressed using JSON or YAML. It is used together with a set of open-source 
software tools to design, build, document, and use RESTful web services.  
 
The OpenAPI Specification is a specification for machine-readable interface files for 
describing, producing, consuming, and visualizing RESTful web services.  
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